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Credit to non-financial corporations is a large share of GDP



Bank credit is a large share of non-financial corporations’
liabilities



Efficient allocation of credit

Standard benchmark comes from q-theory of investments

q ' MarketValue
BookValue



A macroeconomic angle: productivity

Research question: what is the relation between credit
allocation and firm-level productivity?

How should we think about an efficient allocation of credit in
terms of firms’ productivity?

How does this relation look like in the data?
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Our contribution:

To introduce a theoretical model that provides guidance about
the relation between credit and firm-level productivity, with
and without binding market frictions.

To estimate the relation implied by the model using a novel
dataset with firm-level information on credit and productivity
across a set of eurozone countries.

To provide a comprehensive set of measures on the relation
between bank credit and productivity since the late 1990s and
make normative statements about the efficiency of credit
allocation across countries through the lenses of the model.
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Model



Main features

Two periods model of entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs are born with a stock of human capital that
they transform into a combination of short- and long-term
capital (as in Aghion et al. 2010).

There is a borrowing constraint and a ”liquidity shock” that
can hit at the end of the first period and hinder the ability to
repay the loan.

We look at two market set-ups: complete and incomplete
credit markets.

We derive the relation between bank credit and and both
contemporaneous and future productivity growth, under
complete and incomplete markets.
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Production

Two-periods: t (short-run) and t + 1 (long-run)

Entrepreneur endowed with Lt = Lt+1 = L units of labor and
Ht units of human capital.

The technology for transforming human capital is linear and
share the same productivity θ:

Kt = θHk,t and Zt = θHz,t , with Hk,t + Hz,t = Ht .

Production at t: Yt = AtK
α
t L

1−α, At ∈ [Amin,Amax ]

Production at t + 1:
Yt+1 = At+1Z

α
t L

1−α, At+1 ∈ [Amin,Amax ]



Budget and borrowing constraints

Entrepreneur borrows at an exogenous risk-free rate Rt .

Borrowing at t cannot exceed a multiple µ ≥ 0 of her
contemporaneous income.

Investment in long-term capital is subject to a liquidity shock
that can hinder the ability to repay the loan.

Budget constraint at t:

Πt + qt(Kt + Zt) + Stet = Yt + Bt , Bt ≤ µYt

Budget constraint at t + 1:

Πt+1 + (1 + Rt)Bt = [Yt+1 + (1 + Rt)St ] et



Borrowing and productivity under complete markets

The present expected value of the flow of profits is:

Πt + (1 + Rt)
−1Et [Πt+1]

The maximization problem can be written as:

max
kt ,zt

Atk
α
t l

1−α
t + (1 + Rt)

−1Et

[
At+1z

α
t l

1−α
t

]
− qtkt − qtzt

subject to: kt + zt = θ

The FOC implies that present expected values of the marginal
product of long-term and short-term capital are equalized:(

zt
θ − zt

)1−α
= (1 + Rt)

−1Et [At+1]

At
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Borrowing and productivity under incomplete markets (1)

The maximum liquidity available to the entrepreneur at t is
(1 + µ)Yt

The entrepreneur meets the liquidity shock with probability:

Φt ≡ Φ((1 + µ) (Yt/Ht)) =
[
(1 + µ)Atk

α
t l

1−α
t /smax

]φ
The entrepreneur faces a ’failure’ or ’liquidation’ of her
long-term investment with probability 1− Φt (’liquidity risk’).



Borrowing and productivity under incomplete markets (2)

The entrepreneur maximization problem is:

max
kt ,zt

Atk
α
t l

1−α
t + (1 + Rt)

−1Et

[
ΦtAt+1z

α
t l

1−α
t

]
− qtkt − qtzt

subject to kt + zt = θ

The FOC implies:(
zt

θ − zt

)1−α
= (1− τt) (1 + Rt)

−1Et [At+1]

At

with

τt ≡ 1− Φt +

(
∂Φt

∂kt
− ∂Φt

∂zt

)
zt
α
.
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Borrowing and productivity under incomplete markets (3)

Given the definition of Φt , τ can be expressed as:

τt = 1−
[

(1 + µ)At (θ − zt)
α l1−αt

smax

]φ(
1− 2φ

zt
θ − zt

)

The FOC under incomplete market can be written as:(
zt

θ − zt

)1−α
=

{[
(1 + µ)At (θ − zt)

α l1−αt

smax

]φ(
1− 2φ

zt
θ − zt

)}

(1 + Rt)
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Borrowing and productivity

Under incomplete markets:(
zt

θ − zt

)1−α
= (1− τt(At))︸ ︷︷ ︸

+

(1 + Rt)
−1Et [At+1]

At
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Main predictions

Under complete credit markets the correlation between
borrowing and:

future relative productivity growth is positive.

contemporaneous relative productivity growth is negative.

’opportunity cost effect’.

Under incomplete credit markets the correlation between
borrowing and:

future productivity growth is positive but smaller.

contemporaneous productivity growth can be positive.

’liquidity risk effect’ & ’opportunity cost effect’.



Empirics



Data set

Novel firm-level data set based on the CompNet database of
the ECB.

Variables’ definition and data are carefully homogenised across
countries.

Countries: France, Germany, and Italy (data are not pooled)

Period: late 1990s (exact year varies by country) until 2012

Financial variables: bank credit, leverage, return on assets

Productivity variables: total factor productivity, marginal
product of capital, labor productivity, and real value added.



Sample summary

Country France Germany Italy

Data Source Banque de France Bundesbank ISTAT

Years 1995-2012 1997-2012 2001-2012

Firms 93,569 42,726 393,489

Observations 589,609 184,807 1,721,881



Econometric specification

The traditional approach since Wurgler (2000):

Dependent variable: growth rate of investments, as a proxy for
credit (industry level).

Main explanatory variable: growth rate of value added, as a
proxy of investment opportunity (industry level).

Elasticity of investment with respect to real value added was
consistent with a q-theory of investment as it captures whether
credit get reallocated more quickly to the most promising
sectors.

Our framework is close, but we bring it forward by:

looking directly at bank credit and take a firm-level dimension.

focusing explicitly on productivity.

disentangling the relation of bank credit with current and
future productivity.
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Baseline regression

Credit Growthit = β0 + β1Productivity Growthit+k+

β2Demand Proxyit + β3Leverageit−1 + δt + ψi + εit

Main challenges:

Distinguishing between credit supply and demand.

Expected vs. future realized prductivity.

Endogeneity between credit/capital and TFP.
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How do we measure firm-level TFP?
As well renown, estimating TFP under a standard Cobb-Douglas is problematic
because of endogeneity:

Yit = AitK
α
it L

1−α
it

Firm-specific productivity is controlled for by a proxy of the unobserved
productivity derived from a structural model (Olley and Pakes, 1996; and
Levinshon and Petrin, 2003)

This proxy is a function of capital and material inputs approximated by a
third-order polynomial, as in Petrin et al. (2004), and estimated through GMM
following Woolridge (2009):

yit = β0+β1kit+β2ki(t−1)+β3mi(t−1)+β4k
2
i(t−1)+β5m

2
i(t−1)+β6k

3
i(t−1)+β7m

3
i(t−1)+

β8ki(t−1)mi(t−1) + β9ki(t−1)m
2
i(t−1) + β10k

2
i(t−1)mi(t−1) + γYeart + ωlit

TFP is then retrieved as TFPit = rvait − (β̂0 + β̂1kit + γ̂Yeart + ω̂lit).

Underlying assumption: i) productivity follows a first-order Markov process and
ii) capital is assumed to be a function of past investments and not current
ones. These imply that productivity shocks at time t do not depend from
capital at time t,



Baseline results

Table

Elasticity of bank loans to: France Germany Italy

t t+1 t t+1 t t+1

TFP -27%*** 14.4%*** -8%*** 6.1%*** 0.8%*** 2.4%***

MRPK -51%*** 7.6%*** -24%*** 5.1%*** -0.3%*** 0.1%***

LProd -17%*** 10.3%*** -7%*** 5.7%*** 4.4%*** 3.4%***

RVA 17%*** 22.5%*** -0.1% 8.8%*** 12%*** 1.2%
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Baseline results for real value added
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Small vs. large firms: focus on t+1

Table

Elasticity of bank loans to: France Germany Italy

t t+1 t t+1 t t+1

TFP Small -29%*** 18% ** -9%*** 7.3% ** 1%*** 2.5% **

Large -22%*** 9% ** -8%*** 5.1% ** -1.6%*** 0.6%

MRPK Small -59%*** 10%*** -24%*** 4.6%*** -0.3%*** 0.1%***

Large -36%*** 5%*** -24%*** 5.2%*** -0.9%*** 0.1%

Lprod Small -16%*** 14%*** -5%*** 7%*** 4.6%*** 0.4%

Large -18%*** 5%*** -7%*** 5%*** 0.1% 4.6%**

RVA Small 15%*** 26%*** -0.3% 10.3%*** 13%*** 1.3%

Large 22%*** 18%*** 0% 8%*** 5%*** 0.3%
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Any suggestive evidence of allocative efficiency?

Sectoral elasticities of productivity and credit (at t) and changes in
MRPK dispersion
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Conclusion



Conclusion

We focus on the question of credit allocation taking a
productivity angle at the firm-level.

We propose a model to disentangle the relation between credit
and current as well as future productivity.

We look at an extensive set of measures of credit and
productivity for a set of eurozone countries.

Italy resemble our incomplete market setting, whereas
Germany and France close to complete market.

For small firms the allocation seems more ’efficient’ than for
large firms.



What’s next

Improving empirical identification

Easier way: Panel GMM Arellano-Bond, Blundell-Bond.

”Harder way”: IV, Bartik-style instrument

More evidence on the underlying mechanisms.
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